CALL FOR PAPERS:

Plant Physiology Focus Issue on the Grasses

Deadline for Submissions: September 1, 2008
To submit an article, please go to http://submit.plantphysiol.org.

Plant Physiology is pleased to announce a Focus Issue on the Grasses to be published in January 2009. The issue will be edited by Elizabeth Kellogg and C. Robin Buell. This Focus Issue will have a biological focus on the grasses. Research articles reporting on all areas of biological research in the grasses including physiology, development, environmental stress and adaptation, genetics, cell biology, bioenergetics, photosynthesis, genomics, and ecophysiology will be considered. A set of targeted update articles on important areas of research and molecular/genetic/genomic resources within the grasses will be solicited. We hope the issue will impart excitement to the readers on the current state of not only research in the grasses but also the developing suite of molecular, genetic, and genomic resources available for research in the grasses.

Authors interested in contributing should indicate this in the cover letter when submitting papers online at http://submit.plantphysiol.org. Please select “Grasses (January 2009)” from the Focus Issue list in the online submission system. Articles published within 2 years before and after the Focus Issue will be considered for inclusion in an online Focus Collection of articles relevant to the focus topic (see http://www.plantphysiol.org/cgi/content/full/142/2/379 for an editorial about Focus Collections).

Please contact Elizabeth Kellogg (tkellogg@umsl.edu) or C. Robin Buell (buell@msu.edu) for additional information.